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Rapid Task Analysis

(RTA) is a systematic

process for identifying

job competencies, up

front, in the design

phase of e-Learning

development. Done

right, RTA can deliver

an instructionally

sound, competency-

based plan for produc-

ing all the learning 

modules for a course. 

Ignored, and you stand

a high probability of

producing e-Learning

courseware that won’t

deliver much strategic

or instructional value.

Rapid Task Analysis™ — 
The Key to Developing
Competency-based e-Learning
BY CONRAD GOTTFREDSON, PH.D.

M
ost organizations invest in e-Learning assuming 

it will deliver increased skills to their people and

that these newly acquired or enhanced competen-

cies will provide strategic benefit.  Even though e-Learning

often promises to do this, this promise can’t be realized

unless e-Learning focuses on those job-critical skills. 

However, e-Learning can’t readily focus 
on job critical skills if those skills aren’t
identified and the e-Learning system
designed around them.  This article will
explain how Rapid Task Analysis (RTA)
addresses these issues. It will also give
detailed guidance for facilitating a RTA
session.

What is Rapid Task Analysis and
why is it important?

Rapid Task Analysis is a systematic
process for identifying job competencies,
up front, in the design phase of e-Learn-
ing development.  Done right, Rapid Task
Analysis can deliver an instructionally
sound, competency-based plan for pro-

ducing all the learning modules for a
course.  Ignored, and you stand a high
probability of producing e-Learning course-
ware that won’t deliver much strategic
value and will only provide a limited
return on instruction (ROI).

Rapid Task Analysis has two functional
objectives:

• identify the job-specific tasks and
related concepts according to a pre-
defined scope objective

• organize the tasks and concepts into
meaningful learning modules that
align with business processes   

RTA is rapid because it involves sub-
ject-matter experts who understand the

Continued on next page
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work environment as well as the tools
(such as software applications) that need
to be used to complete specific job tasks.
Using SMEs eliminates the time-intensive
requirement of the developer becoming an
SME.  It is also rapid because it is a rela-
tively simple, straightforward process that
SMEs readily understand and as a result
become more efficient over time in provid-
ing the information needed.

There are three primary phases of a
Rapid Task Analysis: prepare for a RTA
session, conduct a RTA session, and
finalize the RTA.

Phase one: prepare for a 
RTA session

In this preparation phase you do three
things:
1. Develop a scope objective
2. Analyze existing content and curriculum
3. Set up a RTA session

A scope objective establishes the
parameters for the task analysis. Its pur-
pose is to help SMEs focus on the correct
and complete set of tasks and related
concepts.  Analyzing existing content and
curriculum within the confines of the
scope objective will help you more effi-
ciently guide SMEs through a task analy-
sis session.  Setting up a RTA session
includes scheduling the session, identify-
ing and inviting your SMEs, establishing
an agenda, and assembling the neces-
sary materials.

1. Define a scope objective
As mentioned, a scope objective estab-

lishes the parameters for the task analy-
sis.  If you fail to establish a precise
scope objective, you may end up identify-
ing irrelevant content.  This could add
unnecessary work and threaten your abili-
ty to adequately meet your audience’s
requirements.

You should create a first draft of the
scope objective prior to attending the task
analysis session.  The objective should
then be validated by your SMEs at the
very beginning of the task analysis 
session. 

What are the primary components of
a scope objective?

There are three primary components of
a scope objective.  The objective should
define the:
• Primary types of content the analysis is

to identify,
• Types of audiences, and

• Global performance outcomes that the
content is to support. 
The following example shows a scope

objective with these three components:

The mission of this task analysis is
to identify all the tasks and related
concepts that network engineers at
levels four and five need to perform
and understand in order to plan and
integrate in their networks all of the
new features in Release 5.0.

Types of content

There are two primary types of content
you will want to identify in a task analysis:
tasks and related concepts (as shown in
the example above).  But, on occasion,
there may be other types as well.  For
example, there may be governing rules 
or principles, processes, or policies.

Types of audiences

Identification of the type of audiences
is a critical delimiter for your scope objec-
tive.  You want to target multiple audi-
ences in your scope objective only if there
are potentially different content require-
ments for those audiences.  If they clearly
have the same requirements, then find a
single label that encompasses all of the
sub-audiences.  Sometimes you may have
what appears to be a single audience, but
within that audience there are differing
levels of expertise.  These levels may call
for unique content.  If this is the case,
then it is appropriate to declare the levels
in your scope objective.

Global performance outcomes

These outcomes need to provide a per-
formance umbrella for all the content you
will be identifying during the task analysis.
You should work with your SMEs to en-
sure that these global performance out-
comes aren’t too broad or too narrow.

Once you have a scope objective
what do you do with it?

Your scope objective needs to guide the
task analysis session. You should post it
where everyone participating in the analy-
sis can readily see it.  Throughout the
session, periodically review the scope
objective and check to make sure the
tasks and concepts you are identifying 
fit within that scope.

On occasion, you may find, as you pro-

ceed into a task analysis, that you need
to modify the scope objective.  It’s OK to
do this. It may deserve being narrowed or
broadened as a result of insights that nat-
urally occur throughout the process.

2.  Identify and analyze existing
content and courseware

Skipping this step can potentially cre-
ate more work for you and your SMEs.  If
you complete this phase prior to the task
analysis session, you can potentially
shorten it by identifying tasks and con-
cepts that already exist.  This can then
serve as a springboard for beginning the
analysis session.

If, on the other hand, you complete this
step after the session, you may find con-
cepts and tasks that have been missed.
It then takes additional time and effort to
verify the content and assign it to the
appropriate groupings.  Sometimes group-
ings, with the new additions, require re-
chunking.  Hence, more work and more
time.

What kind of information should you
look for?

Once you have drafted your scope
objective you can begin looking for con-
tent that currently exists to support and
train the same kind of audiences in other
areas of your organization or in competing
or similar organizations.  Sometimes,
there are bookstores, Internet sites, or
course developers that have existing con-
tent that support the global performance
outcomes you have identified.

As you review these content sources,
look primarily for tasks and related con-
cepts.  Don’t try to organize them.  You’ll
do this during the task analysis.  Just
start a list of tasks and a list of con-
cepts.  The exception to this is if you find
a source where someone has gone before
you and actually organized tasks and con-
cepts into logical groupings that would
potentially work for the audiences you
have identified.

How much time and effort should 
you put into this?

It all depends on how much time you
have.  And, if you have a normal job, it’s
not much. Begin by setting aside a small,
but focused, amount of time to determine
if it is worth spending more time in this
kind of research.  After a couple of hours,
if your efforts yield no fruit, then bag it —
move on to more productive work. But, if
you find promising leads, or better yet,2
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strike a rich cache of information, invest
more time. 

What if there isn’t anything to 
analyze?

Then skip this phase and don’t worry
about it.  Since you are inviting SMEs to
the task analysis, you’ll get the informa-
tion you need there.

3. Set up the task analysis 
session

Setting up a RTA session includes
scheduling the session, identifying and
inviting your SMEs, establishing an agenda,
and assembling the necessary materials.
The following is an example of a potential
agenda:

• Introduction
• Discuss scope objective
• Define terms
• Identify tasks
• Group and label tasks
• Organize tasks groupings
• Identify concepts
• Establish a path forward 

Who and how many should attend the
task analysis session?

If the mission of your scope objective
includes training people to use technolo-
gy, you need, at a minimum, participants
whose collective understanding repre-
sents the full functionality of the technolo-
gy and also the use of that technology
from a customer or a business perspec-
tive.  Often, those who have an in-depth
technology view lack a legitimate busi-
ness perspective. Clearly, in such cases,
you need to invite additional people to
ensure you have adequate coverage of
both technology and business areas.

It is helpful to have at least two subject
matter experts.  If you only have one, it
generally takes longer and you have a
higher probability of a skewed view.
(Although it is possible to have one per-
son who “knows it all.” In such cases one
person is all you would need.)  Typically,
when you have two or more, they tend to
check each others’ views and push for a
more balanced and comprehensive con-
sensus.

You may also need more than two
SMEs to ensure you have a sufficient bal-
ance of additional expertise.  Depending

upon the mission of the task analysis,
you may also find other kinds of subject
matter experts helpful, for example legal,
safety, governmental regulation, or cross-
cultural specialists.

The bottom line is you need to identify
people who understand what it is that the
organization needs their people to do and
know to be competent in their work within
the parameters of your scope objective.

It is possible to have too many partici-
pants at a task analysis.  The more you
have the higher the probability of getting
bogged down in debates between oppos-
ing factions.  You need to keep the size of
the group manageable. Generally, more
than ten SMEs becomes unmanageable
— two to five is a better number. Once
you have a draft of the results of your
task analysis, you can circulate it to a
larger group of SMEs for feedback and
buyoff.  

How do I talk busy people into attend-
ing a task analysis? 

The question you need to answer for
these people is “How will my life be better
if I attend?”  There are several answers:
• First, SMEs need to know that if they

invest this time up front in a task analy-
sis, it will save them more time later
on.  Task analysis helps you not only
define the scope of the content you will
be developing training around, but it
also provides a roadmap for project
planning.  You will be able to identify
which content areas are stable enough
to begin developing e-Learning while
waiting for other areas to stabilize.  You
can more easily identify areas where
others can assist as SMEs or where
content already exists.  A task analysis
can help minimize and focus the time
you need from your SMEs.

• Second, the process of task analysis
can provide a functionality check on 
the technology.  Your technology SMEs
will find that as they go through this
process, they will be able to use the
results to check and often improve the
functionality of the technology.  If there
are any areas where the technology and
the business requirements are not com-
patible, they will surface during the task
analysis.

• Third, task analysis helps strengthen
the business value of technology. A task
analysis makes it clearer how the tech-
nology contributes to the way people
work in the organization and what they
need to do to address business needs.

This in turn enhances the value of the
creators and managers of that technolo-
gy to the organization. 

• Finally, task analysis often brings
greater order to the chaos of how peo-
ple work in the organization.  It brings
technology and business processes
together that result in organizations
actually using the technology to meet
real business requirements.
Sometimes it takes the experience of

task analysis for SMEs to fully grasp the
benefits listed above. The promise of
these benefits can be enough to bring
them to your task analysis.

How long should a task analysis last?

The required time depends upon the
scope of the task analysis and the experi-
ence of the group.  This isn’t a time-con-
suming experience.  The first time you
work with a group of SMEs will take
longer than subsequent sessions.  You
will find that once they have become con-
versant with the process, they will attend
the next task analysis with most of the
work done before they arrive.  The differ-
ence will be dramatic. 

It’s often wise to allocate more time
than you estimate it will take with a group
of SMEs.  It’s always easier and more
positive to let them go early (because
they did such a great job) than hold on to
them beyond the amount of time sched-
uled.

Once you have conducted several task
analysis sessions, you will have a good
feel for estimating future sessions.  For
your first task analysis you may want to
leave the duration open-ended.  For exam-
ple, “Our first task analysis session will
run from 8 AM until noon.  Once we com-
plete that session, we will schedule an
additional session if needed.”

What tools do I need to hold a suc-
cessful task analysis?

Task analysis is a “brainstorming” activ-
ity that is dynamic in nature, especially at
the beginning.  You need tools that will
accommodate making rapid changes to
task listings in a way that all participants
can see what you are doing.  This can be
accomplished with:
• A white board
• At least one flip chart (two would be

better)
• A set of multi-colored markers,
• A means for posting flip-chart sheets

(e.g., masking tape, tacks, etc.) 
• Extra writing pads and pens in case
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your SMEs fail to bring them.  (They will
want to make notes on their own during
the task analysis process.) 
Consider posting the mission objective

for the specific task analysis on a
flipchart sheet for all participants to refer-
ence throughout the session.

The whiteboard should be your primary
tool for initial identification of tasks.
Once you have identified them and
grouped them, transfer the groupings to
the flipcharts and post them. 

Phase two: conduct a 
RTA session

During this phase, you conduct a RTA
session. During the session you work with
SMEs to:
1. Prepare them to participate in the ses-

sion.
2. Identify as many potential business

tasks as possible relating to the scope
objective.

3. Organize the tasks into logical group-
ings that reflect business processes.

4. Establish a business order within and
across the groupings.

5. Identify the associated concepts for
each of the groups of tasks.

1. Prepare your SMEs to 
participate in the session

As you begin your RTA session there
are three things you need to do to pre-
pare your SMEs to participate:
• Set them at ease.
• Finalize the scope objective.
• Prepare the SMEs to help identify tasks.

Regardless of the type of meeting,
there is always value in taking steps, up
front, to relieve any concerns participants
may have. Common concerns include how
long will this meeting last, what is my role
in the meeting, what specifically will we
be doing, and who are these other peo-
ple?  These concerns can be alleviated as
you welcome them to the session, intro-
duce everyone, and briefly discuss the
agenda.

One of the first agenda items should be
finalizing the scope objective.  As you
introduce the scope objective, solicit feed-
back from your SMEs to ensure that the
objective is complete, clear, and meaning-
ful from the perspective of the
audience(s) and organization(s) the e-
Learning system is meant to serve.

The most critical step, though, at the
beginning of a RTA session is preparing
SMEs to help identify tasks.   

What do I need to do to prepare the
SMEs to help identify the tasks?

The first and most critical step is you
need to teach them the difference
between a task, a step, and a process.
You do this at the beginning of the task
analysis.  They need to see examples that
they can relate to.  And you need to ask
them enough questions to feel comfort-
able that they understand the difference.
If you fail to teach this, your task analysis
will rapidly evolve into a state of total
chaos.

You may want to write the definition of
a task with a couple of examples on a flip
chart and post it where your SMEs can
review it during the session.  In the early
stages of identifying tasks, you may want
to refer to the definition to make sure the
tasks are tasks.  The first hour is the
toughest.  But, as your SMEs move into
this process, at some point, the light will
go on and they will understand what a
task is.  At that point, they will transition
to “warp” speed.

What is a task?

A task is a discrete set of steps that
together achieve a specific outcome.  For
example, the following set of steps makes
up the task of “Entering a Phone Number
in Your Cell Phone for Quick Dialing”

Step 1: Press the END button to clear
all options.

Step 2: Press the right button under
the menu option: Names

Step 3: Press the down arrow one
time to highlight the menu option:
Add new

Step 4: Press the left button under the
menu option: Select

Step 5: Use the keypad to enter the
name of the person whose number
you will be adding.

Step 6: Press the left button under the
menu option: OK

Step 7: Use the keypad to enter the
phone number.

Step 8: Press the left button under the
menu option: OK

These eight steps, together, comprise
only one task in a set of related tasks.
For example, in addition to “Entering a
Phone Number for Quick Dialing” there is
the related task of “Quick Dialing a Call.”
This task would automatically dial one of

the numbers entered for quick dialing.
Another task would be “Automatically
Entering the Phone Number of the Person
Who Just Called you.”   Each of these
tasks has a discrete set of steps that
accomplish a specific outcome, and each
task belongs to a larger group of related
tasks.

What is a step? 

A step is a discrete action that does
not stand alone in its ability to achieve a
practical outcome.  For example, turning
on an iron is a step, and there is an out-
come of the iron becoming hot, but the
practical outcome of ironing something is
not achieved by completing this singular
step.  There is the step of adjusting the
temperature dial. There is a step for set-
ting the amount of steam, and there are
other steps that must be completed to
achieve the practical outcome of ironing
something.

Sometimes, in task analysis, SMEs
mis-identify steps as tasks.  You should
continually check each task by asking the
SMEs to estimate the number of steps it
takes to complete it.  If they say “one
step,” it isn’t a task.

Note: Entering a single command isn’t
a task unless there are multiple steps in
executing that command.  Most often, it
takes multiple commands to achieve prac-
tical outcomes.   

What is a process?

A process is a set of tasks that can be
orchestrated together to achieve a broad-
er outcome.  There are often decision
points in the process that branch to dif-
ferent tasks. In the case of a process,
each task is a sort of macro-step, but
behind each macro-step is another set of
discrete steps.

As you conduct a task analysis, watch
out for processes.  Many processes are
obvious.  You can check for them by ask-
ing your SMEs to describe some of the
steps.  As they describe a “step,” check
to see if it’s really a task (e.g., if there is
more than one discrete step required for
completing the proposed “step.”)

When you identify a process, decom-
pose it to its individual tasks.  Be careful
not to allow these processes to influence
how you will eventually group your tasks
into logical groupings.  Once you have
identified all the tasks, you may find that
different process groupings are more
meaningful for your learning audience.

SAMPLE TASK
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2. Identify tasks
Once you have taught the fundamental

concepts SMEs need to understand to
identify tasks, you can then begin identify-
ing them.  Don’t try to identify the tasks
in any organized way.  Simply start a list
of tasks.  As your SMEs propose tasks,
ask questions to ensure they are tasks
rather than processes or steps.  This is
especially important as you begin the ses-
sion.  A question that is often helpful in
validating a task is  “Approximately how
many steps would you say are in that
task?”  If the SME responds, “One.” Then
you have a step, not a task.  If the SME
says, “Ten or twelve” then you may have
a task.  It is wise to follow-up by asking,
“Are there sub-steps nested within those
“Ten or twelve” steps.  If they say yes,
find out how many.  There is a chance
that each of those “ten or twelve” steps
is a task rather than a step. 

It is also important that you continually
check the tasks to ensure they represent
tasks people perform on the job rather
than tasks people follow to use a specific
feature of a software system.

A helpful standard to set while you are
identifying tasks is to describe each task
in performance rather than non-perform-
ance terms (for example “Register a
Patient” rather than “Patient Registra-
tion”).  You can facilitate this by ask-
ing SMEs to complete the sentence
“Learners need to know how to...”

As you move through this procedure for
identifying tasks, continually seek for con-
sensus between the SMEs.  They should
agree that each task fits within the do-
main objective and has legitimate organi-
zational value.  Where there isn’t consen-
sus, make a note and resolve it in phase
three of the RTA process.

Why not identify processes first and
then identify the tasks for each of
those processes?

If you begin by identifying processes
and then decompose them to identify the
tasks, you’ll potentially end up with “out
of balance” task groupings (e.g., some
groupings with 12 tasks and others with
only two or three).  And there is the possi-
bility of failing to identify more meaningful
groupings because you have opted to
embrace traditional, existing, processes.
If you strip tasks from existing processes
and then rethink groupings based upon
the current performance requirements of
your audiences, you may end up with new
and more efficient processes.  And, if

not, you have at least challenged the cur-
rent processes and found them accept-
able.

What do I do if my SMEs disagree?

Some of the best insights emerge from
conversations where there is disagree-
ment.  Your job is to facilitate the discus-
sions that SMEs have as they seek to
meet the requirements set out by the
“scope objective.” 

What you need to watch out for are dis-
cussions where participants get off track.
Often times the disagreements have little
to do with whether a task or concept
should be included.  If, by some chance,
you find SMEs disagreeing whether a spe-
cific task or concept is appropriate, and it
appears that the issue can’t be resolved,
end the discussion by acknowledging 
that there is an issue that needs to be
resolved and that you will include it for
now but will verify it with a broader audi-
ence of SMEs after the task analysis 
session.

What if there aren’t any tasks —
there are only concepts?

It is possible, and even probable, that
you will have a project that is completely
concept-based.  When this happens,
begin by identifying the concepts and then
chunk them into logical groupings.  You
need to be careful that you check your
concepts to ensure that they are bal-
anced.  That is, you might have one con-
cept identified that would take 30 pages
of writing to adequately describe it where
another concept might take only two para-
graphs.  As you identify concepts, you
need to identify those that are dispropor-
tionately large and break them into multi-
ple, more reasonably sized, concepts.
And you may also need to combine con-
cepts that are unreasonably small.  You
will need to conduct this “load balancing”
while you identify the concepts, prior to
chunking them into logical groupings.

3. Group the tasks by chunking
and labeling them

Once your SMEs conclude that you
have identified all of the tasks, ask them
to help you group them into logical group-
ings according to how people would gener-
ally perform them on-the-job.  As you
move through this procedure, be sure to
apply the principle of chunking.  Chunking,
in this case, is limiting each task grouping
to a range of five to nine tasks.  Research
has demonstrated that more than nine

items overloads a learner’s ability to store
information in long-term memory.  Fewer
than five items results in more chunks
(groups) which can also threaten retention
and increases the burden of instruction.
Each of these chunks will become a learn-
ing module. If you have chunked properly,
they will also represent a business
process.   You will best serve your learn-
ing audience if you keep each of the mod-
ules balanced by following the principle of
chunking.

Labeling is also important.  The label
you put on each task grouping defines
why those tasks have been chunked
together.  The right label will help learners
understand the rationale for the grouping
and as a result enhance their ability to
associate the individual tasks together.
This will add instructional integrity to your
e-Learning system.

Make sure you follow the same guide-
line for labeling your task groupings as
you follow for your individual task labels
— use performance labels (for example
“Posting Charges and Reimbursements”
rather than “Charge and Reimbursement
Posting”).  

How do I involve the SMEs in group-
ing the tasks?

Do the following:
• Teach your SMEs the principle of chunk-

ing.  Include a discussion of the bene-
fits of applying this principle. Emphasize
the need for the groupings to be mean-
ingful from the perspective of how the
audiences will perform the tasks within
the organization (e.g., on-the-job). 

• Once they understand the principle of
chunking, provide them a listing of all
the tasks.  You may already have them
listed on the whiteboard or posted on
flipchart pages.  What’s important is
that they are able to see all of the
tasks together.

• Allow your SMEs time to review the
tasks and consider how they might be
grouped.  Hopefully you have SMEs in
the session who understand your audi-
ences and how the organization needs
to employ the tasks to achieve what
matters most in that organization.
These SMEs need to drive this chunking
and labeling process.

• Chunk the tasks as a group.  You may
find it helpful to set the stage with a
scenario similar to the following:
Pose the question: “I’ve just been hired

and you have been assigned to train me
in my new job.  What is the first set of
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tasks that I would need to learn? “
As the group identifies the tasks, put

the number “one” next to them.  Then put
the number “two” by the next set of tasks
and so on. 
• Once you have created the groupings,

teach your SMEs the purposes and
guidelines for labeling.  Then work with
the group to label each chunk.

How critical is it if there are more
than nine or fewer than five items 
in a chunk?

You should strive to have your chunks
fall within the range of five to nine.  But it
is more important that the groupings be
logical from the perspective of your audi-
ences.  If that logic requires a chunk
greater than nine or smaller than five,
then allow it.  If you consistently have
groupings that violate this principle of
chunking you present a significant instruc-
tional threat to those audiences.  There is
either too much information in the group-
ing for them to store and retrieve from
long-term memory, or there isn’t enough

information in the chunk for them to ade-
quately associate as a grouping. 

You can also make more work for your-
self in the case of smaller chunks.  Every
chunk contains a set of tasks and the
possibility of an associated set of con-
cepts.  But when you develop learning to
wrap around those tasks and concepts in
a chunk there is also contextual informa-
tion to write that addresses the relation-
ships of these tasks and concepts.  Also,
if you create more chunks than is instruc-
tionally necessary you create more devel-
opment work when you begin to wrap
training components around the chunk
(such as practice exercises or demonstra-
tions).  This dramatically increases devel-
opment time and costs.

How does chunking apply to tasks,
steps, and processes?

During task analysis you should first
chunk the tasks into logical groups.  Each
of these groupings becomes a process.  If
you have more than nine processes you
should chunk them into macro processes.

However, you should not identify steps
during the chunking process.  This would
add unnecessary time to the task analy-
sis session. But when the time comes to
document tasks, you should only apply
the principle of chunking loosely, if at all,
to the steps.  You may find it helpful to
nest some simple related steps together
if the nesting will be logical to the reader.
Often, a task requires more than nine
unnested steps and that is simply the
nature of the task. 

Why distinguish concepts and tasks
by label type?

When learners look at a label, they
need to determine by that label whether it
is a concept or a task.  It is frustrating to
waste time accessing the wrong kind of
content.  From both a reference and
learning perspective, people have very dif-
ferent needs when they access task infor-
mation versus concept information.  It
doesn’t take much to clearly convey this
difference.  As you consistently use verb
labels (e.g., create a new document) to
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represent tasks and noun labels (e.g.,
document creation) to represent concep-
tual information, learners will intuitively
recognize these two different types of
content.  This standard labeling practice
is a key step to establishing, and there-
fore realizing, the benefits of an overall
Consistent Learner Interface (CLI).

What other labeling guidelines should
I follow?

As you establish labels, consider the
following guidelines
• Provide enough detail.  Labels can be

too brief.  They need to distinguish the
associated content from all other con-
tent.  Sometimes that requires investing
more words in a label.  For example,
suppose you were developing training
for a specific IP routing protocol called
FAST; and in the task analysis you iden-
tified the concept: Instance and Router
ID.  This label may not sufficiently dis-
tinguish the specific content relating to
FAST from similar content for a different
routing protocol. You could strengthen
the label by adding more detail.  In this
case the label could become: Instance
and Router ID for FAST. 

• Use audience focused language.  The
language you use for labels needs to
reflect the performance culture of your
audiences rather than the culture sur-
rounding the subject matter (for exam-
ple, technology). Often the language sur-
rounding the subject matter is foreign to
that of the learners. Sometimes, devel-
opers become so close to the subject
matter, they forget their audience lacks
the same familiarity.  You should guard
against letting the culture surrounding
the subject matter drive the language of
your labels.  For example, instead of the
label “Completing the PF4-09 Screen”
you might use the label “Entering a
Patient’s Billing Information.”  Or
instead of the label “Using the Electron-
ic Clipboard” you might consider a less
technical one like “Cutting and Pasting
Information.”  Or if your audience would-
n’t understand the analogy of “cutting
and pasting,” the label might read:
“Moving Selected Information from
Place to Place.”  Again, the intent of
this guideline is to use language that
will be most familiar to your audiences;
language that reflects that business
environment and culture.

Avoid “cop-out” verbs

Sometimes, when attempting to convey

performance, SMEs will use “cop-out”
verbs.  This is often the case when tech-
nology is involved.  “Cop-out” verbs don’t
address the actual task that the learner
needs to accomplish.  For example,
“Using the toolbar” does not describe
what the user’s goal is.  The user wants
to accomplish a business goal; no compa-
ny would establish “Using the toolbar” 
as a business task.  When your SMEs
suggest a label with gerunds such as 
“using,” “working with” and “managing” 
as a part of the label, ask the question,
“What does the user want to man-
age/work with/use this to accomplish?”
Put another way, you could say, “The cus-
tomer uses X to do/achieve ___,” and
ask the SMEs to fill in the blank.

4. Establish ordered relationships 
Some of the reasons why you chunk

information are to facilitate a learner’s
ability to:
• Remember what they have learned.
• Integrate related performances and 

concepts into overarching skill sets.
These objectives can not be accom-

plished by only grouping items.  You must
also establish an ordered relationship of
all the groups (chunks.)   And the items
within each grouping also need a defined
order.  If learners grasp the logic of that
order, they will use that logic to more effec-
tively store what they learn in long-term
memory and also retrieve the newly gained
knowledge and skills when needed.

One of the greatest performance chal-
lenges organizations face is helping learn-
ers integrate the mastery of related tasks
and concepts into overarching skill sets.
This isn’t easily achieved unless people
understand how specific tasks and con-
cepts relate to each other.  It is even
more critical for them to understand how
the different groupings (processes) relate
to one another.  Establishing an ordered
relationship plays a critical role in achiev-
ing this.

What are the guidelines for establish-
ing an order?

The primary guideline for establishing
an order is to order tasks and processes
(task groupings) according to “best prac-
tice” of how primary audiences would per-
form on-the-job.

In addition, consider the following:
• When there isn’t a clear hierarchical

relationship, use a typical first-day-of-
work scenario as a guide.  For example,
“I was just hired today and you have

been as-signed to train me to do my
job.  What is the first process I would
need to learn?  In that process, which
is the first task I would need to learn?”

• When you are identifying content for mul-
tiple audiences, always attempt to estab-
lish a single generic order for all audi-
ences.  But, if that order provides a logic
threat to a specific audience, then estab-
lish a unique order for that audience.
Note: After you identify concept (see

next section), you will also need to order
them within each task grouping. Order
concepts based upon their relationships
to the ordered tasks. List concepts that
are global first (i.e. concepts that relate
to all the tasks in a process).

5. Identify the concept require-
ments for each process (task
grouping)

Once you have identified, grouped, and
labeled the tasks, you can now efficiently
identify the concepts learners need to
master in order to perform with under-
standing.  Concepts provide the context for
performance. They answer the questions of
what, why, when, where, and who.
Learners become competent only when they
understand the conceptual underpinnings of
the tasks they perform.  Failure to teach
concepts can have severe consequences to
learners and their organizations.

When learners lack a conceptual under-
standing behind what they have learned
to do, they are less able to adapt to
changes in their work requirements.  They
require more on-the-job support.  It takes
more time for them to master other relat-
ed tasks.  They are more likely to forget
what they have been trained to do. Real
competence requires the understanding of
“what about” wrapped around and inte-
grated throughout those “how to’s.”

What is a concept?

Where tasks describe how to do some-
thing, concepts provide the understanding
behind those tasks. A concept is informa-
tion that describes, at a minimum, what
something is (and sometimes what it
isn’t), and why it is important.  In addi-
tion, a concept may address who is influ-
enced by it, when it may do that influenc-
ing, where the influencing takes place,
and how often or how much.  The only
thing a concept doesn’t address is how to
do something.

For example, the concept of “Quick Dial
Options” would:
• Provide understanding for cell phone
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tasks such as Entering a Phone Number
for Quick Dialing, Quick Dialing a Call, and
Automatically Entering the Phone Number
of the Person Who Just Called You.

• Describe what “quick dial” is and the
various “quick dial” options available. It
could include an example in the form of
an analogy or a scenario. This concept
would also explain the benefits of these
options.  It could also describe situa-
tions when these options are helpful.

• It could also provide related information
such as the number of phone numbers
that can be stored for quick dial.
All of these together would comprise

the concept of “Quick Dial Options.”
See an example of this in the sidebar

below.

Why wait until now to identify 
concepts?

Even though, concepts are most often
introduced or taught prior to tasks, the
process of task analysis is just the oppo-
site.  In a task analysis, you identify tasks
first, followed by concepts.  Concepts are
justified by the existence of tasks.  If you
identify the tasks first and organize them
logically, it becomes much easier to then
identify the relative concepts associated

with those task groupings.  Doing this
avoids the probability of great confusion.

Often, while you are identifying tasks,
SMEs will also mention a required con-
cept.  These can be written down, but you
should quickly direct the focus back to
identifying tasks.  Focusing on tasks first
will help you complete the process of task
analysis more quickly and with less confu-
sion.  And, in the end, the concepts you
identify will be adequately justified by the
tasks they support.

What is the difference between a 
concept and a term?

Concepts and terms differ in scope and
investment.  A concept is generally much
broader than a term and requires a more
significant learning investment.  A term is
narrow and often only requires a brief defi-
nition to achieve the level of understand-
ing required.  A concept sometimes re-
quires the definition of specific terms to
ensure readers gain sufficient understand-
ing.  In some cases, the same word can
be a term or a concept depending upon
the understanding requirements of the
audience.  For example, the word “mouse”
is a term if all that the audience requires
for an understanding is that it is a “hand

controlled device used to move the cursor
and make selections on a computer
screen.”  But if the audience is computer
illiterate, a mouse could easily become a
concept where an analogy is added to the
definition along with animation showing an
example of a mouse in action.  Added dis-
cussion of different mouse buttons and
styles with the advantages and disadvan-
tages of those styles would quickly turn
“mouse” into a concept.

What if I identify more than nine 
concepts for a given process 
(grouping of tasks)?

The easiest solution is to combine mul-
tiple concepts into a larger single con-
cept.  For example, if you had the con-
cepts of “Object Types” and Object
Structures,” you could possibly combine
them into the concept “Objects.”  But, if
your concepts are independently substantial
in their scope and importance to your audi-
ences, you should keep them separate.

In such cases, if you only have one or
two additional concepts, you could choose
to have a chunk that exceeds the guide-
lines.  This is less serious if the majority
of concepts aren’t complex in nature.  If
they’re complex, however, it is appropriate
to divide the concept chunk into two
chunks.  If you do this, look for concepts
that are more global in nature that poten-
tially relate to other processes (groupings)
as well. This additional grouping of con-
cepts could then become a separate
learning module.

Phase three: finalize 
the RTA

In this phase, you finalize the results of
your task analysis session by having it
reviewed by a broader range of SMEs
including potential learners for complete-
ness, clarity, applicability, and acceptability.

After the task analysis session, create
an outline with all the task groupings
(processes) in the order determined by
your SMEs.  Here is an example of a single
process (task grouping) on “measuring”
with its associated concepts and tasks:

QUICK DIAL OPTIONS EXAMPLE

“Quick Dial” is a feature that allows you to dial a number by pressing as few
as two buttons on your phone. You have three quick dial options: Quick Dial
Direct, Quick Dial by Look-up, and Quick Dial Voice.

Quick Dial Direct allows you to store up to ten phone numbers that you can
dial simply by pressing one of the number buttons followed by the Talk button on
your cell phone. For example, you could assign the telephone number of your
favorite pizza delivery service to the number “1” button on your phone.  Then,
when you are really hungry for pizza, all you need to do is press the number “1”
button followed by the “send” button and your phone will automatically dial the
pizza delivery service. This can be especially helpful if you have specific num-
bers you call often.

Your phone also allows you to store up to 500 phone numbers.  And, it pro-
vides you the option of storing up to 100 characters of information about each
phone number.  You can download and keep up-to-date the numbers and associ-
ated information from standard PC software programs (such as Outlook). 

Quick Dial by Look-up allows you to access any of these phone numbers and
associated information by pressing as few as three buttons.  Suppose you were
attending a meeting and you recognized someone but couldn’t remember that
person’s first name.  Quick Dial Lookup allows you the option of quietly looking
up the information in seconds.

Quick Dial Voice allows you to tell your phone to find one of the numbers.  All
you do is activate the voice recognition feature and then speak the words “look
up” followed by the name of the listing you wish dialed.  Sometimes the process
of looking up a number and then dialing it distracts your attention from other,
more important, activities.  This feature allows you to pay attention to those
activities and still make your phone call
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Concepts:

Types of Cursors
Cursor Control
ROI Measurement
Application of ROI

Tasks:

Measure a Distance
Measure an ROI Area
Measure an Angle
Apply a Grid
Apply Continuous Report Cursor

All of your task groupings should
appear similar to the above example.
This outline can then be sent to the SMEs
who attended the RTA session for their
review and approval.  Once you have that
approval, you should extend that review to
a broader range of SMEs including poten-
tial learners.  Their role is to provide a
validity check.  You want to know from
them if there are tasks or concepts still
missing from the list, if each of the labels
make sense, and if the concepts and
skills have legitimate value to organiza-
tions and learners.

Once you have adjusted the outline to
address the feedback you received from
SMEs, you have completed Rapid Task
Analysis. 

The results of RTA
Rapid Task Analysis provides you the

scope and sequence for an e-Learning
course or, if the scope objective is broad
enough, a set of courses. This outline
should guide you throughout the develop-
ment of your e-Learning system(s).    Each
process grouping (like the example in the

previous section) contains a listing of con-
cepts and tasks that should comprise an
e-Learning module.  As such, your mod-
ules will be balanced (because of the prin-
ciple of chunking). You also have, as a
result of your RTA the beginnings for writ-
ing your concept and task objectives.  
In the above “Measuring” example, the 
e-Learning module objective could be 
written as follows:

In this module you will learn how
to complete all necessary measure-
ments.  Specifically you will learn
how to:

• Measure a Distance
• Measure an ROI Area
• Measure an Angle
• Apply a Grid
• Apply Continuous Report Cursor
As you learn to do this, you will

also gain an understanding of:
• The Five Types of Cursors
• Cursor control
• ROI measurement

The RTA outline can also be used to
guide your overall project planning and
management. It can help SMEs provide
focused assistance and content develop-
ment.

But, most importantly, by completing
Rapid Task Analysis, your have an outline
to guide you in creating competency-
based e-Learning — learning that will
prove most valuable to learners and their
organizations.
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